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Land between the Ashiar and Shalfleet Church of England School, Shalfleet

1.0 Background

1.1

1.2

Heritage Statement

Forum Heritage Services Ltd have been commissioned by Spectrum
Housing Group to prepare a Heritage Statement with respect to an
area known as Land between the Ashlar and Shalfleet Church of
England School, Shalfleet - see Location Plan.

This work is in direct response to a planning application for
development on the site comprising 24 new homes of mixed size and
tenure but predominantly affordable housing. The National Planning
Policy Framework suggests a proportionate response to issues which
may impact upon the historic environment. The Local Planning
Authority, The Isle of Wight Council have required the completion of a
Heritage Statement relating to the potential impact of the proposed
development on the designated and non-designated heritage assets
within the setting of the proposed development.

Location Plan (the development site is outlined in red)
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2.0

2.1

Introduction

Heritage Statement

The site described as Land between The Ashlar and Shalfleet Church
of England School, Shalfleet comprises an enclosed area of
approximately 2.21 ha of land located to the south of the A3054,
Shalfleet, Isle of Wight. The site is presently occupied by a vacant
chalet bungalow to the roadside and a series of sheds, temporary
structures and greenhouses.

2.2 This document addresses the character and significance of designated
and non-designated heritage assets and their relationship with the site.

2.3 The site sits to east side of a gently sloping valley to the small brook
which empties to Ningwood Lake to the north. The site also slopes
gently down to the south. The land to the south and west is undulating
pasture with some strongly defined hedge boundaries and small groups
of trees. The site is heavily screened by relatively modern planting and
conifer trees to the western boundary and to a lesser extent to the east
(with the school). The northern boundary is relatively open to the
roadside. The southern boundary is recent hedging and planting.

3.0 The historic context

3.1 The Domesday Book records ten churches and approximately 100
manors on the Isle of Wight. Generally manorial settlement probably
comprised the manor house and a few surrounding modest dwellings,
although one or two may have been associated with nucleated
settlements. From the 11 th century some lords established chapels
close to their manor houses and these gradually achieved parochial
status during the Middle Ages.

3.2 Much of the Island's medieval settlement is characterised by a small
church-manor complex or small hamlet. There were also isolated
farmsteads outside these settlements. Population levels fell throughout
the country in the 14th century, leading to the desertion of settlements.
On the Isle of Wight French raids may have exacerbated the situation.

3.3 Where medieval field patterns still survive in the landscape, these can
be recognised by their irregular shapes and sinuous boundaries. In
areas of'Ancient Countryside' new fields were created during medieval
and post-medieval times by clearing woodland, a process called
assarting. It is considered that the area of the site comprises a mix of
regular and irregular enclosure and the name Ningwood means
enclosure or the taking in of land.

3.4 Geology on the Isle of Wight is varied for its size, with distinct regions
of contrasting landscapes and land use patterns. The landscape is
dominated by the central ridge of Chalk and Upper Greensand running
from west to east across the centre of the Island and by a further block
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3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

Heritage Statement

of Chalk and Upper Greensand downland in the south-east. Between
these two areas of downland lie the Island's oldest geological deposits.
These comprise relatively small areas of Wealden deposits along the
south-west coast and behind Sandown Bay and a much larger area of
Lower Greensand providing an easily worked soil that now supports
small pockets of intensive agriculture. North of the central downland
ridge are the more recent Eocene and Oligocene deposits of the
Palaeogene Period, comprising sands and heavy days with outcrops of
Bembridge Limestone. This is the case for Ningwood and Shalfleet
where a number of the buildings relevant to this report are constructed
of Bembridge rubble stone.

Most of the island is covered by irregularly shaped fields that vary in
size from typically small in the north on the clays to medium and
occasionally large on the slopes of the chalk ridge. On the heavy days
there was some re-organisation of boundaries, creating larger fields
and improving drainage in the 19th century.

The pattern of settlement varies across the Island. Small, linear villages
connected by winding lanes are located at the base of the chalk.

Despite the large amount of boundary loss in the later 20th century,
field patterns on the Isle of Wight seem to have retained more
irregularities of size and shape than in many parts of Hampshire to the
north. Whilst field boundaries do not have an 'ancient' appearance, the
land units occupied by individual field patterns may represent older
elements in the landscape as they are often irregular in shape, some
having sinuous external boundaries.

The Island seems to have retained a considerable amount of its pre-
19th century framework and to have adapted or remodelled existing
field patterns within this framework. This appears to be the established
landscape character seen to the immediate environs of the site. The
generally irregular enclosure of the landscape to much of the Island
may indicate that there were relatively few 'improving' landowners on
the Island in the 18th and 19th centuries.

The site falls within the Northern Lowlands character area defined by
the Historic Landscape Characterisation undertaken by the local
authority and English Heritage. Most of the Northern Lowlands area
has been interpreted as a 'landscape of colonization' which was less
favoured than other areas for early settlement. Within this character
area, there are few prehistoric sites and monuments except on the
coast. To the north-east of the Island at Wootton-Quarr Neolithic trees
have been recorded on the beach as well as prehistoric, Roman, Early
Medieval and Medieval structures and artefacts. Gurnard Roman Villa
was near the coast. This site was possibly connected with Bembridge
Limestone export, Significant medieval and post-medieval historic
landscape features have survived (for example the plan of the failed

--'ll
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4.0

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

Aeritage Statement

medieval borough of Newtown) and many more historic landscape
features may as yet be unrecognised and unrecorded.

History of the site

Shalfleet is one of only four Domesday manors situated on the
Hamstead days. Its church, St Michael the Archangel is mentioned in
the Domesday Book. The church and manor house lay close to a
natural harbour at the head of Shalfleet Lake and this may explain its
early significance.

The site has a fairly enclosed landscape character, in places appearing
more heavily wooded than it is because of numerous hedgerow trees. It
forms part of an irregular and piecemeal area of enclosure which may
date from the 16th century but forms part of the edge of a larger former
area of common land which displays much more regular assarted
features.

Ningwood, its literal meaning being 'the wood which has been enclosed
or taken in' (Kokeritz 1940), is not mentioned specifically in the
Domesday book but is recorded as having been given by Peter
Oglander to the Priory of Christchurch Twyneham. In 1292 Isabella de
Fortubis gave the Prior leave to enclose land of the manor with dykes
and hedges. The Manor remained within the control of The Priory until
the dissolution (c1536). In 1618 there is further record of the Oglander
family of Nunwell owning land in Shalfleet which included the Horse
and Groom public house in Ningwood.

The local historic buildings are generally constructed of Bembridge
Limestone (probably quarried from Dodpits) although from the late-18 11
century there was a brickworks in Ningwood although most of the
bricks were exported to Brighton and other settlements across the
south coast. These bricks were a striking gault colour and so prized for
their appearance and quality.

The National School to the east of the site was constructed c1850.
This replaced an earlier school in Newbridge which was for infant
children only. The new school was called Ningwood and Shalfieet.

A building appears on the map of 1909 approximating to the position of
'The Ashlar' presently. The present detached house was constructed
probably in the late 1960s and has been built set back from roadside to
the northern edge of the site and the area to the south has been used
as a nursery for some time post 1975 up until c2009. The nursery
includes a number of free-standing sheds, greenhouses and
glasshouses, hardstandings and paths.

Cartographic and document evidence
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4.7

4.8

4.9

5.0

5.1

Heritage Statement

Apart from the tithe schedule, no specific documents could be located
regarding the history of the site. What we are told by the tithe schedule
is that in 1839 the area the subject of the present proposals was a field
named 'Little Butt' laid to pasture owned by a William Russell. Adjacent
to this were further fields, to the west for example land parcel No.223
was land described as 'arable' owned by a William Wheeler named
'Little Brick Close' ledding to possibility the land was once brickfields or
formed part of a brickworks. Brookside Cottage (Grade 11 listed), The
Orchard (Grade 11 listed), buildings in the vicinity of Pitts Farm
(although it would appear not the building seen presently), buildings at
Endfield Farm, the Horse and Groom Public House and possibly
buildings in the position occupied by Byfields all appear on the tithe
map of 1839 (Appendix A Map HM1).

The Ordnance Survey map of 1866 (1 to 10560) show the National
School in position (Appendix A Map HM2). The Ordnance Survey
map of 1881 (Appendix A Map HM3) names Pitt Farm, Endfield (but
not a farm) and shows the site as open and tree lined to the east (with
the school) and to the west along the stream feeding into Ningwood
Lake. By 1909, there is a building on the site which is now occupied by
the chalet bungalow 'The Ashlar'. This building runs parallel with the
roadside and appears to roughly correspond with the main range of
'The Ashlar'. The curtilage to this building is shown as relatively tight to
the south of the building with open fields beyond.

By 1946 (Appendix A Map HM4) Pitts Farm remains the main'named'
group of buildings and appears to take in Brookside Cottage. This may
have been the farmhouse to this group although from the proximity and
relationship between buildings, its orientation and the stream between
the plots this seems unlikely. The building on the site of what is now
'The Ashlar' has become a smaller square plan building. The present
plot which defines Brookside Cottage is well established at this date.
By 1975 the Ordnance Survey map of that year (1 to 10000) shows the
extent of the Brookside Cottage curtilage seen today. It also shows the
chalet bungalow named 'The Ashlar' in position with an outbuilding
possibly a garage to its east. The curtilage remains tightly drawn to the
rear of the house and there is no subdivision of the plot to the south of
buildings shown in 1975.

Description of the site

The site lies to the south of the A3054 (Yarmouth to Newport road)
immediately to the west of the Shalfleet Church of England Primary
School and to the east of land occupied by Brookside Cottage.

5.2 The site comprises a detached bungalow known as The Ashlar
(Figure 1 Appendix D) and a number of outbuildings, sheds and
greenhouses, hardstandings and open land which formed part of the
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plant nursery (Figure 2 Appendix D), which is no longer in operation.
The nursery ceased use approximately 4 years ago.

5.3 'The Ashlar' is located close to the main road to the north-west corner
of the site. The building is a chalet bungalow with accommodation in
the attic space and windows facing eastwards. It is constructed of
blockwork with stone cladding and tile hanging and a slate roof. The
roof has two large rooflights set within the roadside facing plane. The
proposal retains this building (for refurbishment) and for the purposes
of the planning application is outside of the application boundary.

5.4 'The Ashlar' is not considered to be a building of architectural or historic
significance.

5.5 The floor slab and some sections of walling of an outbuilding/garage
have been partially constructed to the east of'The Ashlar'. There is
gated vehicle access to The Ashlar'. There is a further hardstanding
/road which leads from a second access from the main road and
extends to the rear of the dwelling and partially into the site.

5.6 There are a number of outbuildings/sheds and footpaths that make up
the infrastructure of the former nursery. These are largely confined to
the western edge of the site and set parallel to or perpendicular to the
western site boundary. An access road extends further into the site
with further areas of hardstanding adjacent to other buildings. The
former nursery buildings are in a poor and in some cases semi-
dilapidated state of repair.

5.7 The western part of the site is within flood zones 2 and 3, adjacent to a
stream, however the flood zones do not affect the proposed
development.

5.8 The site is bounded on the western boundary by a significant mature
and poorly managed coniferous tree screen, which provides a  green
screen' to the open countryside.

6.0 Heritage Assets

6.1 A search of within 500 metresl revealed a number of entries on the
Historic Environment Record (HER). These are entirely above ground
structures. A mix of statutory listed buildings (designated heritage
assets) and non-designated heritage assets, mostly buildings of the
18th and 19 h century in various states of remodelling and alteration but
with surviving features, materials, elements of local interest. Table 1
sets out the designated and non-designated heritage assets which lie
within the vicinity (500 metre radius) of the site (see also Appendix A
for List Descriptions and Map 1 Appendix C - HER data). The table

1 A 500 metro radius was considered appropriate in this case as the site is not prominent or
seen for some distance and is mostly screened due to topography and established
landscaping.
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sets out their status, a brief description and their relationship to the
development site.

rimme T=tus
De*11*id He/Btaigi 01--- -i

  Brookside
Cottage,

  Ningwood Hill,
Shalfleet

Brief descriptign R@ationjhip to site
:.p .

1 4ets
Grade 11 FCottige. Late
(SMR No.11311)   (18 or early (19

altered in (20.

2 Orchard   Gradell (SMR
No. 11313)Cottage,

Ningwood Hill,
Shalfleet

Built of coursed
stone rubble with
hipped pantiled
roof. 2 storeys 3
windows. 2

1cambered
headed windows 1
and central
window space, all  
windows now

  aluminium
casements.
Central
doorcase with flat
weatherhood on
brackets and
modern door. 1

  storey outbuilding
to rear and
various modern

<_9xtensions.
Cottage. C18.
Built of stone
rubble with red
brick dressing.
Half-hipped
thatched roof.
Gable ends have
angled queen
struts and red
brick infilling.
1 1/2 storeys, 3
windows, C20

I easement
windows in brick
window
surrounds. C20
gabled concrete
porch. C20 L
wing in matching i
style to right hand '
side.---

-=---
Forum Heritage Services

Approximately 25 '
north of the nearest
point to the 1
development site
boundary and
approximately 30
metres west of'The
Ashlar'

  Approximately 98
metres to the west
of the closest

I boundary of the site

'i   '-*.-
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' Pitts Farm,
Ningwood 1-lili,
Shalfleet

Unlisted

Brief de/cription

  Farm house,
rendered brick
with natural slate
roof. Large ridge
stack. Small

  outbuilding to
west of Endfield
Farmhouse. Brick
with tile roof. i
Barn further west

6 converted and in 1
separate
ownership - all  
form an attractive

I modest farm
group.
Former stable

  now used as pig
sty, rubble stone

i gables, brick
elevations with

  profile metal roof.
Not shown in its  

  present form on I
the 1881 OS map  
but appears on
the 1909 edition.
National School

  built c1865-70.
1 Course rubble
stone (probably
Bembridge) 1
construction with
natural slate roof.

Heritage Statement

1 «iation-ship-to-site1

1 -Ill. Al=
Between 12 and 25
metres from
northernmost
boundary of the |
development site.

Approximately 30
metres to the ,
north-west point

  of the boundary of,
the development
site. 1

SMR No.11314

, Shalfleet County  Unlisted
, Primary School,
Station Road, SMRNo.11315

1 Building
' Shalfieet

Forum Heritage Services

Unlisted

SMR No.11316

---

Kneelers, Gothic

Within 10 metres
of the eastern

I boundary of the
development site.

shaped porch
and side door.
Small bell arch
above right wing
with ventilation I
slot below.
Extended to east,
north and west.
Cottage. Harling Approximately 33
type painted metres from the
render with eastern boundary

8 pantile roof.
_Forms a small _ | development site.
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Horse and
Groom public

I house,
Main Road,
Yarmouth Road,
Ningwood

Ivy Cottage,
  Station Road,

Ningwood

SMR No. 11317

Unlisted

SMR No.11310

Unlisted

SMR No.11370

9 group with
Byfigids. _
Cottage. 18fh

< century detached
brick walls and
thatch roof. Slate

  roof to porch at
front. Brick
surrounds to
windows. Two  
blocked

I ·doorways-was I
two cottages.

  1811) centuryformer coaching
inn (with possible

1 earlier origins)
with 19#1 century  
extensions.
Painted stone
with modern tile  
roof. Full height
projecting bay
window to

4 roadside

, Probably late 18 h
century. Stone
rubble painted
with tile roof

Heritage Statement

Approximately 30
metres from the
eastern boundary
of the development
site.

  Approximately 125
metres from the I
north-east corner of

  the development
site boundary.

' Approximately 6%-7
metres to the north-
east of the nearest 1
part of the eastern
edge of the
development site.  

Table 1: Heritage Assets in the vicinity of the site (within 500 metres)

7.0

7.1

7.2

The proposed development

The proposed development of the site comprises 24 residential units of
mixed size and tenure, though predominantly affordable, as well as the
retention of the existing chalet bungalow, The Ashlar. The proposed
site layout requires only approximately half of the total site to be
developed upon (approx 1.13 ha). The present application seeks
permission to develop the northern part of the site that currently
contains dilapidated greenhouses and outbuildings. The remaining
area of the site (approx 1.08 ha), to the south will be offered for
community benefit. At the time of writing discussions with local
community groups as to a potential use for this area are ongoing„

The proposed development of 22 new houses and 2 new apartments
have been designed to·a combination of Lifetime Homes Standards,

ForumHeritage Services
'.    -
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8.0

8.1

8.2

8.3

8.4

8.5

Heritage Statement

Homes and Communities Agency Housing Quality Indicators will
achieve Level 4 of the Code for Sustainable Homes.

Impact upon heritage assets and mitigation

Table 2 summarises the perceived impact directly or indirectly relating
from the potential development (please also refer to the Design and
Access Statement and submitted drawings).

Given that there are very limited public views into the site (Figure 3
Appendix D) and no footpaths around or through or near the site and
that due to the topography and established landscape character there
are no long or medium range views into the site at present although
this may change slightly with the removal of trees to the western
boundary, it is proposed to deal with the heritage assets on an
individual basis, although noting that the grouping of heritage assets
can be important in terms of their significance.

Dealing with the heritage assets in order of their importance and
relative distance to the site, we consider first Brookside Cottage
(Figure 4 Appendix D). Brookside Cottage is an attractive cottage
scale house with a typical plan comprising central entrance and two
rooms either side of the hall and stair (although this may have been
altered as the building was not inspected internally). It is constructed of
Bembridge rubble stone laid to courses with a modern concrete
interlocking roof tile. To the south-east of the house there is a large
modern garage constructed of artificial stone blockwork. There is a
modern artificial stone wall to the roadside which then continues as late
20th century guard tails across the stream which forms the western
boundary to Brookside Cottage.

There are late extensions to the cottage to the north and south which
run parallel to the roadside. These are also in stone, although at least
patl is in artificial stone with a modern interlocking clay tile roof. There
is also a later extension to the south which is tile hung. In townscape
terms, the observer is first struck by the orientation of the house so that
the frontage is clearly seen and revealed on travelling west and down
past the site and over the stream.

On travelling east along the A3054 the house is also happened upon
by the roadside but here it is a combination of the rear range and north
elevation forming a hard edge to the roadside adjacent to the tree and
hedge lined river and the striking large red brick chimney stack which
form the focal points and punctuations on travelling past the cottage.
To the south of the site, a mature thickly planted tree boundary forms
the closest point at which the site has a physical relationship with that
of the proposed development. Here, the background setting of trees
along the well-established boundary of this house is an important part
of the setting of this listed building (Figure 5 Appendix D). To the
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east, the top of the gable of'The Ashlar' can just be seen in relation to
the setting of the cottage. However, this intervention is modest and
unobtrusive and has no negative impact on the setting of the Grade 11
listed Brookside Cottage (Figure 6 Appendix D). For much of the
street scene experience of the proposed development, only the modern
roof covering of Brookside Cottage will be seen on travelling from the
east past the site. On travelling west, only the roof of the proposed
building to front of the site will be seen in relation to the side and rear
elevation of Brookside Cottage.

8.6 Further west from the site, is Orchard Cottage (Figure 7 Appendix D) ,
a Grade 11 listed building set parallel to the roadside with its thatch roof
being the most prominent and notable feature in public views and the
streetscene. Orchard Cottage at its closest point to the boundary of the
site, not the proposed development which is a further 25 metres into
the site is almost 100 metres to the west making planned development
some 125 metres from Orchard Cottage. The combination of
toi)ography, landscaping particularly to the stream edge and the
curvature in the road as it travels down towards the stream valley,
combined with the proposed retained tree lined boundary to the site
and other proposed landscaping will almost completely obscure the
proposed site from the view from Orchard Cottage. It will not be
possible to view Orchard Cottage and the proposed site development
in the same view plane from the road and there would be greatly
restricted views from elsewhere. It may be possible to see Orchard
Cottage and the proposed development in private land to the south of
Pitts Farm but this is unlikely given the valley edge and the presence of
well-hedged established bo'undaries to the fields in this area. in this
respect it is considered that there will be no impact on Orchard Cottage
or its wider setting.

8.7 The closest non-designated heritage asset to the site is the former
National School now Shalfleet Church of England Primary School
(Figure 8 Appendix D). The school was constructed some time
between 1839 and 1866. The original building is a well-constructed
modest stone building with notable features such as the gothic porch
and bellcote. Its Station road elevation is the best composition and is
the formal approach to the school from the road to the east.

8.8 The school's immediate setting has been heavily compromised by the
construction of additional classroom space to the east of the main
building which has had a significant negative effect on the setting of
this building of local note. However, the profile of the building with its
distinctive bellcote and decorative ridge tiles retains some of the
integrity of the original building. The proposed development would
have no effect on this view of the principle facade. The development
would be seen from within the school buildings but this is not
considered to be a negative factor as the scale of the proposed houses
is single storey and gardens of some 15 metres will be present
between the school buildings boundary and the proposed single storey
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houses. In this respect, it is considered that the impact of the proposed
development on this site will be low and it will not be seen to encroach
on any of the key views of the non-designated heritage asset.

8.9 What is now known as Endfield Farm (Figure 9 Appendix D) sits to
the immediate north of the site. This comprises an attractive group of
modest farm type buildings to include a modest farmhouse, a group of
interesting outbuildings, possibly former pig sties (Figure 10 Appendix
D) and a converted bam. The Historic Environment Record identifies
the barn as a building of interest. However, this has been converted
possibly since the HER record and there is very little left of a rural farm
building. The grouping however of former bam, outbuildings and
modest farm house is an interesting one and one which would be
considered to form a non-designated heritage asset despite significant
changes to such items as windows for example. This group is,
however set higher than the road and in the case of the outbuildings
and farmhouse some 20 metres from the roadside boundary which in
places is a steep grass verge down to road level.

8.10 The proposed development will manifest itself as an access road and
proposed flatted unit. The form of this unit follows the line of the road
with a ridge parallel to the road reflecting that of Endfield Farmhouse
and the original range of'The Ashlar'. Given the set back and height of
the Endfield Farm group the impact of the proposed development in
terms of the streetscene will be minimal. The buildings will not be seen
in the same view other than from within the site. It could be considered
to be a betterment for the farm group as the proposals will better reveal
the grouping of these buildings in views from the site. These at present
are greatly restricted due to the boundary treatment to Endfield Farm
and the narrow road width. It is considered that the impact on the
significance of this non-designated heritage asset will be low.

8.11 Pitts Farm (Figure 11 Appendix D) has perhaps seen the most
change since the 1839 tithe map and later. The only surviving building
from a group of buildings that appears to have made up Pitts Farm and
may or may not have included Orchard Cottage and/or Brookside
Cottage was constructed some time between 1881 and 1909. The
building is presently used as stables and faces west into a largely open
site set well back and down almost to the valley floor. Glimpses of the
proposed houses, mainly their roof profiles may be possible within the
views of the modest stable building from the roadside looking south-
east. This will change the essential rural setting of this building.
However, these views are not considered so important as to require the
preservation of their character given the fairly modest heritage value of
the surviving building and the potentially to screen what are going to be
largely glimpses of new buildings relation to thjs modest survival.
Given the setting of this non-designated heritage asset will change and
this could be considered to have a negative impact, it is considered that
the impact on its historic significance is medium. ,
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8.12 Woodslades and Byfields (Figure 12 Appendix D) are two cottage
scale houses set well back from Station Road, so that they are only
glimpsed from the roadside as two distinctly historic roof forms. They
form an attractive modest group. These houses sit in large plots and
diverge from the more dominant and stronger character of Station
Road formed by the pairs and individual houses set back in small
gardens but parallel with the roadside. Woodslades and Byfields would
back onto an area of the site which is proposed for open space. No
development on the site will be seen to have an impact on views of the
houses set into their well-landscaped plots from Station Road. Given
the mature landscape treatment already present to the garden edge
boundaries to the development site there is likely to be only very limited
views into the site from Woodslades and Byfields. it is considered,
therefore that the impact on the setting and historic significance of
these of these non-designated will low and possible zero.

8.13 Whilst the Horse and Groom public house and Ivy Cottage sit within
500 metres of the site, they are considered to be so far removed from
the proposed site so as to not be impacted at all by the proposed
development.
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Brookside
Cottage,
Ningwood
Hill, Shalfleet

Grade 11

  No.11311)

Sensitivity of
heritage asset
9-chane

,„».»-**1*5 ' ,=•f'.'L9;»T=-

cottage. Late Cl-Bor I Approximatelyl Low/Me im
early Cl 9 altered in
C20. Built of coursed
stone rubble with
hipped pantiled roof.
2 storeys 3
windows. 2
cambered headed

] windows and central
window space, al]
windows now

  aluminium
casements. Central
doorcase with flat

i weatherhood on
brackets and
modern door. 1

1 storey outbuilding to
rear and various 1
modern
estensjgns.

I Cottage. C18. Built
of stone rubble with

Orchard , Grade Il
Cottage, (SMR No.

  Ningwood 11313) red brick dressing.
Hill, Shalfleet 1_   Half-hipped thatched

25 north of the
nearest point
to the
development
site boundary
and

' approximately '
30 metres
west of'The
Ashlar'

---

  Approximately
98 metres to 1
the west of the
closest

Low

+-I.-I.-- 6

 mpact on Heritage Asset Mitigation required

 1%*17113: -]Sti iFINtflitt "-»*-
in the context of the Grade strategy which
I listed building, although requires the
development wjll be almost retention of a tree
entirely screened by the screen to the north-
retained tree belt to the west edge of the site

I south of Brookside Cottage. 1 which is shared with  
the curtilage of

r Brookside Cottage.

1 The proposals will have no
impact on this heritage
asset

None required
1

-

]

l

I

1
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Land between the Ashlar and Shalfleet Church of England School, Shalfleet

Name Status

Odde*}fate/   Vi@<
Endfield
Farmhouse,
barn and
outbuilding,

1 Endfield
Farm,
Ningwood
Hill, Shalfieet

Forum Heritage Services

' Brief description

  I

roof. Gable ends
have angled queen
struts and red brick
infilling.
1 1/2 storeys, 3
windows, C20
easement windows
in brick window
surrounds. C20

I gabled concrete

Relationship
to site

' boundary of
the site

Heritage Statement

porch. (20 L wing in
matching style to

1/:ar-+Ill/)-5/1.--b .
i Unlisted   Farmhouse,   E tween)2

rendered brick with and 25 metres
Small barn natural slate roof. from
is recorded Large ridge stack.   northemmost

r as SMR 1 Small outbuilding to boundary of
No. 11312 west of Endfield the

Farmhouse. Brick   development
1 with tile roof. Barn site.
further west
converted and in
separate ownership

| - all form an I

I-   -- -

Sensitivity of -   Impact on Heritage Asset
  heritage asset
to change

64//il 'll li .r ..+5..

Page 17 of 36

all"/0/1/.4--4-0,pt#-9
The proposed development
will be seen within the wider
setting and shared
streetscene. However, the

, set-back of the farmhouse
and outbuildings and the
high grass verge to the

I roadside will largely obscure
the development from
shared views. The revealed
view of the farm group from
the new development could -

Mitigation required 1

= I ."=.Al. -42..1. -=imi ilitiF- 43...AT,"1; 4,6,"23ijM' i_: T mk, =5@ege' '

Careful design of the
street fronting unit to
reflect the grain and
townscape character

i of this part of I
Ningwood.

--2

R I 1 .



Land between the Ashlar and Shalfleet Church of England School, Shalfleet

Name

1

Status

Pitts Farm, Unlisted
Ningwood

1 Hill, Shalfleet     IR 314

Fhalfieet
  County

Primary
School,

1 Station Road,
Building
Shameet

Forum Heritage Services

  Unlisted

SMR
No.11315

Brief description Relationship
to site

attractive modest
farm group.

Former stable now
used as pig sty,
rubble stone gables,
brick elevations with
profile metal roof.

National School built
c1865-70. Course
rubble stone

1 (Probably
Bembridge)
construction with  
natural slate roof.
Kneelers, Gothic

ped pgrch and_

Heritage Statement

Approximately
30 metres to

5 the north-west
point of the
boundary of

I the
development 1
site.

Within 10
metres of the
eastern
boundary of
the
development
site.

--4......lilli...- .-

Il-- - -

Sensitivity of Impact on Heritage Asset
heritage asset __ _
to change

Medium

,Low

  be considered an
improvement on the present I

) situation.

---

Mitigation required

Glimpsed views of the ' A landscape
houses may be possible strategy which
and could form part of the T provides a high
backdrop to the stable degree of screening

  building. These views are with trees and hedge I
not considered of high value ' boundaries to the
in terms of this much altered western edge of the  

I farm building which is the
sole survivor of the Pitts

development would
reduce the impact of

Farm group. But the setting I the proposed
will change and for this development on the
reason some less than wider setting of this  
substantial harm has been   non-designated
identified. heritage asset.

.

1 The principle and best view INone required
of the much altered school F
is from Station Road. This  
view will be unaffected by
the development. I

-1---1-

1

*- 6.

I
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Land between the Ashlar and Shalfleet Church of England School, Shalfleet

  Name -Status

Woodslades,
  Station Road,
Shalfleet

1-=leids,Station Road,
Shalfleet

Unlisted

SMR
No.11316

Unlisted

SMR No.
11317

' Horse and Unlisted
Groom public
house, SMR

Forum Heritage Services

' Brief description

side door. Small bell 1
arch above right

I wing with ventilation  
slot below.

, Extended to east,
north and west.
Cottage. Harling
type painted render
with pantile roof.
Forms a small group

| with Byfields.

Cottage. 18 h century
detached brick walls  
and thatch roof.
Slate roof to porch at  

  front. Brick
surrounds to
windows. Two

4 blocked doorways -
was t*_cottag s.

I 18th century former
I coaching inn (with

possible earlier

Relationship
to site

Heritage Statement

Approximately
33 metres

' from the
eastern

) boundary of
the

  development

1 Sensitivity of
heritage asset

  to chan e

Low

site.
Approximately Low
30 metres
from the
eastern
boundary of

I the
development
site.

Page 19 of 36

1 Impact on Heritage Asset

There will be no impact on
the setting or historic
significance of this building
or Byfields with which it

  forms a small group.

There will be no impact on
i the setting or historic
significance of this building
or Woodslades with which it
forms a small group.

There will be no impact on
the setting or historic
sjgnificance of ible bulding,

Mitigation required

None required

--Ij

1



Land between the Ashlar and Shalfleet Church of England School, Shalfleet

 Name

' Main Road,
Yarmouth

i Road,
Ningwood

Status

No.11310

Unlistedi Ivy -Cottage,
Station Road,
Ningwood

L--

SMR
  No.11370

Brief description

' origins) with 19th
century extensions.

, Painted stone with
modern tile roof.
Full height projecting 4

f bay window to
roadside
Cottage. Probably

' late 18th century.
Stone rubble painted

  with tile roof

-

  Relationship
to site

Heritage Statement

east corner of
the
development
site boundary„

1 Approximately
65 metres to
the north-east
of the nearest

I part of the
eastern edge
ofthe
development-1-L

1 Sensiii*ity of-
' heritage asset
_to change

i Very Low

.'.--=- 4..-I--1 All

- -' Impact on-HedtageAssetMitigation required

There will be no impact on
the setting or historic
significance of this building.

, None required

Table 2: Potential impact on heritage assets (Please note that the sensitivity to change relates to the significance of the asset and
its relative proximity to the site)

Forum Heritage Services
-
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9.0 Conclusion

9.1 The proposed development is well screened to what could be
considered as a sensitive designated heritage asset, the Grade 11 listed
Brookside Cottage. However, the site will not be seen on the context of
the setting of this building or any other statutory listed building in the
vicinity of the site.

9.2 Whilst the proposed development will have some impact on non-
designated heritage assets most notably the setting of a late 19th
century farm building formerly forming part of the Pitts Farm group it is
not considered to form substantial harm which cannot be mitigated by a
landscape strategy which sought to reinstate an appropriate and robust
planted boundary to the west boundary of the site which will maintain
the sense of an essentially rural setting for this non-designated heritage
asset.

9.3 It should be noted that the public benefit of providing affordable
housing for the local community could be considered a strong
argument for overcoming less than substantial harm to a non-
designated heritage asset.
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Appendices

Appendix A: List Description

Brookside Cottage

SHALFLEET

SZ38NE A 3054 1354-0/5/246 Brookside Cottage 14/03/94

GV 11

Heritage Statement

Formerly known as: Brookside A 3054. Cottage. Late C18 or early C19 altered
in C20. Built of coursed stone robbie with hipped pantiled roof. 2 storeys 3
windows. 2 cambered headed windows and central window space, all
windows now aluminium casements. Central doorcase with flat weatherhood
on brackets and modem door. 1 storey outbuilding to rear and various modern
extensions.

Listing NGR: SZ3976989202

National Grid Reference: SZ 39769 89202

Orchards

SHALFLEET

SZ38NE A 3054 1354-0/5/251 Orchard Cottage

GV 11

Cottage. C18. Built of stone rubble with red brick dressing. Half-hipped
thatched roof. Gable ends have angled queen struts and red brick infilling. 1
1/2 storeys 3 windows, C20 casement windows in brick window surrounds.
C20 gabled concrete porch. C20 L wing in matching style to right hand side.

Listing NGR: SZ3965589211

National Grid Reference: SZ3965589211
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Land between the Ashlar and Shatfleet Church of England School, Shalfleet

Appendix B: Historic Maps

Heritage Statement

HM1: Shalfleet Tithe Map 1839
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HM4: Ordnance Survey 1946 (1 to 25 inch)
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Appendix C: Map 1 Historic Environment Record entries (referred to in l

main text in Table 1)

1

,
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ISLEot HER data,
  1 ,/WIGHT

OUNCIL 500m radius of Brookside Cottage, Ningwood
Archaeology & Historic | 0 25 50 100 150 200Environment Service Iiallf--11.MetersTeirax: 01983 823810

-. -I - -

, email archaeology @low.gov.Uk   @ Crown copyright end database right*10_13 Ordnance Survey Licence No. 100019229
- --

  Date: 08/11/2013
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Appendix D: Figures

Figure 2: Sheds and greenhouses on the site
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Figure 3: View looking west towards 'The Ashlar' and the roadside edge
of the site

Figure 4: Brookside Cottage (Grade 11) SMR No. 11311
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Land between the Ash[ar and Shalfleet Church of England School, Shalffeet Heritage Statement

Figure 5: North elevation, Brookside Cottage, tree lined boundary to south

1

Figure 6: View looking east along A3054 Brookside Cottage in foreground
and 'The Ashlar' in the background
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Land between the Ashlar and Shalfeet Church of England School, Shalfleet
Heritage Statement

Figure 7: Orchard Cottage, A3054 (Grade 11 listed) SMR No.11313

1719*AET --Wl.z*v -Le**

1

Figure 8: Shalfleet Church of England Primary School, east (Station Road)
elevation SMR No.11315
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Figure 9: Endfield Farmhouse, south elevation: north side of A3054 (SMR
No.11312)

Figure 10: Outbuilding to Endfield Farm (SMR No. 11312)
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Figure 11: View towards Pitts Farm (stable building to right of photograph)
(SMR No. 11314)
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Figure 12: Woodslades to right (SMR No.11316) and Byfields to left (SMR
No.11317)
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